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EQUILIBRIUM OF THIN CIRCULAR PLATES 

1. Introduction» Formulas and Definitions in the Theory 

of Elasticity* 

We shall endeavor, in so far as it is possible in a limited space, 

to make this article complete in itself. For this reason, we devote 

this section of our article to the development of fundamental formulas 

and definitions to be used in the succeeding sections of the paper, 

assuming only the fundamental methods of vector analysis and mechanics. 

Whenever, owing to any cause, changes take place in the relative 

positions of thé parts of a body, the body is said to be "strained". 

A simple example of a strained body is a stretched bar. Consider a 

bar of square section suspended vertically and loaded with a weight at 

its lower end. Let a vertical line be traced on the bar and let two 

points of the line be marked and let the distance between them be 

measured. If 1Q is the distance between these points before the weight 

is applied and It is their distance after the weight is applied, then 

the line in question is stretched by the amount L-L0 . The number 

)/L is called the extension of the line in question. Generally, 

when such a bar is stretched it has a lateral contraction and a state 

of strain is set up in the bar. If lateral forces are applied to prevent 

lateral contraction the state of strain is described as :.a "simple extension". 

* The Theory developed in the introduction is taken from A Treatise 
on the Mathematical' Theory of Elasticity, by A.E. H. Love} Jrd Edition, 
ppw; l-l4l. 



We shall suppose that an origin of coordinates x,y,« is taken on the 

axis of the bar and that the -*■ coordinate is measured along the lèngth 

of the bar. 

Suppose that lateral forces are applied to the bar so as to produce 

extensions of amount fc, of lines parallel to the x-axis and of amount 

of lines parallel to the y-axis, and that longitudinal forces are applied, 

if necessary, to prevent any extension or contraction parallel to the 

ï: -axis. A particle at (x,y, ) will move to (x+ e,x,y+.^jr,.£ )$ 
be 

and the area of the section will/increased in the ratio (1 + 6, )(\ ‘-1 . 

j " )**- If and. fc^are so related thd> this ratio is unity then 

there is no change in the area of the section, and the volume is unchanged, 

but the shape is distorted. The strain set up in the bar is called a 

"pure shear". 

Suppose the body after being distorted by a pure shear is turned 

bodily on its axis and that the x-axis is the direction in which 

contraction takes place. Then we pût 

=• ok • 

is called the "angle of the shear"} the kind of strain is called 

"simple shear"} and either member of the above equation is called the 
,y*v 

"amount of the shear". 

We shall recognize a body as having two states, a first state and a 
fcLju to tb^A. 

second state. The particles of the body pass from their positions in)^ 

the second by a displacement. Join the position of each point in the 

first state to its position in the second state. If all these lines 

have the same length then the displacement is one which is possible in 

Ojsju 
a rigid body. If the lengths of all these lines i* not the same then 

the second state is called£strained state and the first is called the 
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unstrained state. If (x,y, -fe ) is any point in the unstrained state and 

(x + u, y+v, * + w) are the coordinates of the same point in the strained 

state then we take u,v,w to be the projections of a vector which is 

called the "displacement11 • If u,v,w may be expressed as linear functions 

of the coordinates then the strain is said to be "homogeneous". 

In the case of a homogeneous strain, we write 

'X.T6 

(1.1) 
P _ . 0v~ 

- 

/2\T' • € — Qui— 

> X ~ 
Our 
OX 

• g 
0)=k J ^ 

_ 
<è>^ 

These six quantities are referred to as the "components of strain". 

As a matter of notation, we also write 

(1.2) o £3 — . r gc _ 'd\r 2 c3X si'^r _ 

In the case of homogeneous strain and small displacement we write 

(1-3). A ■='sxT + tr + ^ =«?**+e <0* 0u Ont >x 

Neglecting the relatively insignificant quantities obtained from 

products of two such terns as 

<9 Ur V + 
Ox 

we have 
fdj£- 

I 4-A 
<c?v ( 4.<gv~ (gy: 

0 CX; V) 
Our Our | 

This determinant is the ratio of elements of volume in the strained and 

unstrained state and Z\ is called the"cubical dilation". 

Let S be any area of a plane TP and let 3 contain the point o 

of a body. Let 9 be the normal to the plane at o. The part of the 

body on the side toward which the normal is directed is considered as 

exerting a force on the remaining portion across the plane. This force 

is one aspect of stress and we may consider it as being statically 

equivalent to a single force R acting at o in a definite direction and 



a couple G about a definite axis. Contract S keeping o in S. Then R 

and G approach zero limits and the direction of the force assumes a 

limiting direction (l,m,n). Assume the ratio R/s?where S denotes the 

area of S, approaches a non-zero limit F, and that G/S approaches zero. 

Define a vector quanity by the direction (l,m,n) and measure F. This 

quantity is a "mass per unit of area" and is called the "traction across 

the plane at the point o". Let be the projections of 

this vector on the axes. The projections on the normal -p is 

+- Ys> C -v- Zi 
If this component traction is positive it is called a "tension" j if 

negative, it is a "pressure". If d$» is an element of area of the plane 

normal to -p at o, the portion of the body on the side of the plane 

towards which P is drawn acts upon the portion on the other aide with 

a force nt o given by 

This force is "the traction upon the element oi' area dSft* 

When two bodies are in contact the nature of the action between 

them over the surfaces in contact is assumed to be the same as between 

two portions of the same body. If we begin with any point o of a body 

and any direction for -p , and allow-oto love up to a point of on the bounding 

surface and •? to coincide with the outward normal to the sürface at of, 

then 2. n tend to limiting values,which are the components 

of the "surface traction at o ". 

In general other forces act upon a body, or upon each part of a 

body, in. addition to tractions on its surface. Such a force is the 

gravitational force exerted upon the different parts of the body by 

themselves or exerted upon the body by particles outside the body, 

as in the case of a body subject to the gravitational attraction of another 
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body. In either case the forces are called"body forces"• 

The body forces applied to any portion of a body are statically 

equivalent to a single force applied at one point, together with a 

couple. If T V 7- are components of the intensity of the gravitational 
✓ * 

field of force and P is the density at the point (x,y, ■£• ), then the 

components parallel to the axes of the single force are 

(i.4) DJfs:.u v j /firrA-v*, J■ 
The integration is extended over the'Volume of the portion. 

The traction on the elements of area of the surface are equivalent 

to a resultant force and a couple. The components of the former are 

(1.5) JJs^s, ffZiis . 
From (1*4) and (1.5) and the classical theory of mechanics we de¬ 

rive the equations of motion. The center of mass of the portion of 

the body in consideration in (1.4) and (1.5) moves like a particle under 

the action of the two sets of forces .for they are external forces acting 

on the portion. If (f ,f ,f )lat (x,y, a-) at the time t then the 
* ÿ « A 

equations of motion are three of the type 

The equations which determine the changes of the moment of momentum of 

the portion of the body are three of the type 

(w) JZT'V.'^v*= v* 

These six equations are the equations of motion. 

The equations of equilibrium are obtained from the equations of 

motion by making the requirement that the acceleration be zero. Putting 

the acceleration (f^,f ) equal to zero we have three equations of the 
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type 

(1.8) JjffPx^-Lj^U +-J/'-2cv d S ~ O 

and three of the type 

(1.9) //jiY}Z-*Y)<‘*'y* + M = 0 • 

These six are called the equations of equilibrium» In (1»8) we put 

(i*io) (*■;-?) +■ c-w.• 

Then applying Green's Theorem to the surface integral ue have 

* 3 im 
Since the integration may be extended over any portion of volume within 

the body, the integrand must be identically zero. Thus we obtain three 

equations of equilibrium of the form 

(1.11) ox * 2JE^ 

These equations are called the "stress equations of equilibrium", where 

4-^ 4-PX -O • 

‘ f,T>* > represents the body forces and ( ^ Z) 

represents the surface tractions. Y s> Z-Vare Sivsn in terms 

of the nine quantities T* Z ^ , Z*. 

by the three equations of the type (1.10). By these equations the ' 

traction across any plane is expressed in terms of tractions across planes 

parallel to the coordinate planes. It may be shown that the equations 

(1.9) yield the relations* 

(i.i2) • ;rv=Z,;T)(--T^ 

so that the nine quantities mentioned above are reduced to sixj namely 

~y~x ^2. "Yi- Z V • These are usually written âc,ÿy, 

, jrgr, ïTx,xy,and are called the "components of stress!! A similar 

notation will be used in other coordinate systems. Equations (l.ll) 

♦Love,p.77» 
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and (142) give the complete conditions for equilibrium under surface 

tractions and body forces. 

The "elasticity" of a solid body is it3 property of recovery of 

its original size and shape after being subjected to certain forces. 

A force on the body necessitates the existence of stress within the 

body. The changes in the size and shape are expressed by specifying 

strains. The forces causing displacements within a body are called 

collectively "the load". We shall assume stresses and strains to be . 

connected by a relation, which is based primarily upon experimental 

results, and which is known as the Generalized Hooke’s Law. The law 

states that "each of the six components of stress at any point of a 

body is a linear function of (six components of strain at the point; 

so that we have six equations of the form 

(1.15) "x:* -bC,3*+ C,r<?îrX+C/té’X(J. 

The constants 0^- are of the form Ox; — 0 , so that they 
j » » 

give 21 "elastic constants". When these constants are connected by such 

relations(the equations (1.15) are independent of direction, the body 

is said to be "isotropic" as regards elasticity. When the body is isotropic, 

constants "X and may be determined so that the equations 

(1.15) may be written* 

r x. * — \ ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ J 

[ Z* = j X^ = *3 • 

Solving these equations, we obtain 

♦Love, p • 100 



(1.15) 

where 

(1.16) 

P - *->x 
“ E t 

•n 
_ i 

iT*- 

" "i " 

o- cz, 4-X^ 

_ o-C'+^v . 
-  _— Yt j 

_ xCw-ir) 7 
E x - "• ~"g~~ *-* j 

«•M = ^ ) 

(T _ [LA. (3\ 4-3-M — " yh~rtL~J+~3 

" 
2-CV+p-) 

JA. -s. <M*- J 

; 
« J 

In general, \ , , and k are positive *♦ 

In the general problem of equilibrium we seek to determine the 

state of stress, and strain in a body of given shape which is held 

strained by body forces and surface tractions. For certain types of 

bodies under certain types of forces and tractions the tfoeory developed 

above is ample for the solution of the problem. However, a very powerful 

method, leading to a solution by means of calculus of variations is 

developed by means of the strain-energy*-.function, which we shall now 

introduce. 

In the case of small;displacements, the "kinfetic energy per unit 

volume", T , is given with sufficient approximation by the formula 

in which P denotes the density in the unstrained state. The rate at 

which work is done by the be!dy fwcnas is 

jf(r* *Z,^)AS • 
♦Love, p .102 
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jU-vCje-*-» 
ee vraotioas is 

f[f P *Z^*) ‘**‘
L
3**> 

where the volume integral and surface integral are taken over the volume 

and surface of the body in the unstrained state. By the use of Green's 

theorem, and formulas (1.12) and (1.10), the rate at which work is done 

by the surface tractions is expressed by 

^ ? ZxVajfe , ( r*~s-Ki + 4. \£ir 
'd'Zrl'd't i ^ A 

<ro^\ 
and the rate at which work is done bv the surfa 

The rate at which the kinetic energy increases is given by 

^ Or *9\V7 

OV** O't- <2-tv %V-V* • 

The "equations of motion" corresponding to (1.11) 

are the equations of the type 

'ZrSTx ^ 
fr'J 0=&- 

These are obtained by replacing £„ 

4- P's; 

.• h 
(1-6) Vy 

<c>a‘ v~ *<9vw" 

> Q*tv > O-t-*- 

and applying Green's Theorem as in developing (l.ll). The excess of the 

rate at which work is done by the external forces above the rate of increase 

of kinetic energy 

ffi f 
oe%< 

* ot 

+ z. 

-Y, 
* o-t '* v-t +T; 

"3« X X 

^tr 

9£tj 

Q-t 

A 
(1.17) 
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Now S# we let TT' be the increment of kinetic energy per unit 

of volume acquired in the short interval S~t ; , the increment 

of intrinsic energy; 7*vV, the work done by the external forces; and 

J" Q , the mechanical value of the heat supplied in the interval* 

The First Law of Thermodynamics is . expressed by the formula 

jJjp^TT1 « Z-W ^ • 

According to (1*17) we have, therefore, 

7q +-[[[(x 4-Y^ 

-tLxAr 
If the change of state takes place adiabatically, J^is to say in such 

a way that no heat is gained or lost by any element of the body, IT 

vanishes, and we have 

'S’KJ — ^Zxji?^x -v-"xr^x . 

Thus the expression on the right-hand s\ide is an exact differential; 

and there exists a function Iff, which has the properties expressed.by the 

equations 

(1.18) -r - 71 ^ 
x " 

9 "Ti- 

A function W, having these properties, is called a "strain-energy-function"• 

In the case of isotropic bodies, we have the following expression* 

for W 

* Love, Loc.cit. p.100 
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V9 -+e»e**- + e****.-‘te*.ei) ) ■ 

The function W represents potential energy, per unit of volume, stored 

up in the body by the strain. The potential energy, W, stored up in the 

body is given by 

(1.20) VV “ ^ ^ * 

We shall make use of the "Theorem of Minimum Energy" which states: "The 

displacement which satisfies the differential equations of equilibrium, 

as well as the conditions, of the bounding surface, yields a smaller, 

value for the potential energy of deformation than any other displacement, 

which satisfies the same conditions at the bounding surface". It may 

be shown, moreover, that the minimum W is unique. For future reference 

we shall transform some of the important equations into cylindrical 

coordinates r, e , , For the strains we have denoting the displacement by 

Ok •«* .«V ) 

(1.21) - 

__ i ^(.A. __ 

'd /v. 
) S ** A 

, 

A- 

OjLjr 

' 
) ^ PI 

il 

O <5>- 

Q tL & 

0-fc- 

<7 XL » AXsp-  0X4^ - 
# A. ) A*° ' 0A. A <2©- 

e 
and for the cubical dilation 

A 
(1.22)  £ . 

n> & 

and for the components of rotation 

aa*- 
/N- O ©• 

© 
“ Qÿ 

QM.*r 
2- 

- -U (A/U*)- — • 
A, 9A A h &■ 
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The conditions that the displacement may take place in planes through 

an axis and be the same in all such planes, would be expressed, in 

cylindrical coordinates by 

A,, o, =■ 
Q 9- 

Writing U for , and w for ufc, the strain components are given by 

■ /v /V 

Qy 

^ A* 

(1.25) ^ a** - “c 
Ou/~ 

ir ~ Q rfr 

/>- 9- - i2. ̂  Ï: 

The cubical dilation and the rotation are given by 

(1.24) A 
0 A. 

• a. ^ ; CtÇv=GJL = £> 
A' 

The equations of equilibrium corresponding to (1.11) take the forms 

|o+lKOrjj% 0 

where are the axial and radial components of the body forces, 

and where the stress-components are expressed in terms of \ JA. ^ 

\J \jj- by means of equations of the type (1.14) and (1.25) and where 

we write 22Tfor • 

2. Applications of the Theory to Thin Circular Plates 

We shall consider a thin circular plate and shàll adopt a system 

of cylindrical coordinates with the axis of along the axis of the 

♦ 
plate and shall suppose that the plate is symmetrical about the plana £ ■ 0, 
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arai*-Mlimit +t->fr, . uTTltt. All situations considered will be such that the 

angular displacement, jji& , will be zero* The radial and axial dis¬ 

placements u^ and u will be denoted by U and w raffiptivTlyl The 

equilibrium of plates of constant thickness has been investigated by 

Poisson, Couchy, Kirchhoff, Mitchell, Raleigh and others. The principal 

results of these investigations, and ample references, are given by Love*. 

Recent investigations by G. D. Birkhoff and C.A. Garabedian have revealed 

more general methods applicable to plates of variable thickness and fvora 

which the solutions for plates of constant thickness are deduced as 

special cases. The remainder of our treatment will follow the methods 

? 
of Garabedian and Birkhoff. A paper by Birkhoff will be studied first. 

to 
Our point of view will be/prescribe pressures on the plates and compute 

displacements. 

We introduce the parameter t, by supposing that 

(2.1) Zr -=-tok -, - -“tok 

are the equations of the upper and lower bases of the plate, where c< 

is proportional to the thickness of the plate. We shall consider two 

situations. 

Case 1. Incomplete Circular Plate under Radial Pressure, and 

Clamped at the outer edge (Fig.l.). The plate 

F*<|. 4- . 
is of inner radius a and outer radius b. 

♦Love, ChapterXXll. See also the Historical Introduction. 
‘tG.D.Birkhoff, "Circular Plates of Variable Thickness", Phil. Mag., 

45(1922),pp.955-962. 
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Rad, ial forces are applied to the inner edge so that points for ?/hich 

r = a undergQ a displacenent of amount £ . Denoting "by U(A^ ) 

and w( Aj? ) the radial and axial displacements, the boundary conditions 

"e f <r, V (.4-, ol=Oj (2‘2) l - o • 
Obviously the plate will tend to buckle. We shall make the assumption 

that all quantities involved may be expanded in ascending powers of t, 

in particular 

U - Vo +- V, t V * * * -v- + * • * 

(2»5) « vr„ + vr, t +••*-+ v'r>w,"t +• • • 

Calculation of displacements is reduced to a problem in calculus of 

variations by means of the "Theorem of Minimum Energy". The potential 

energy W is given by (1.19), (l*20),and (l.2l)to be 

■ -b- r 'taL r . , r'ju , XT , w* 

(2.4) 

4 
Dr, A- Q* ] 

C/W <DvrŸ ,±\J DXJ /[ Xj u.'ZVL '3^1 ) , 1 hLl ^ A- Dr," ^ A. 0 i ^ 9/V. J 

Putting 
:£-=~lï/ , and then suppressing the accent, the boundary 

conditions (2.2) are unchanged, and (2.4) yields 
~Xrr <* ’ 

(2.5) 

w . TTt [ M 
/l 

We note that (2.5) is unchanged if we replace ? by - Î and w by - , 

and also the boundary conditions are unchanged. Also if we replace 

t by -t and w by -w the integral is unchanged except in sign and the 

boundary conditions are unchanged. But the minimum of W is unique. 
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Hence the relatione 

^ (A>^ — 17^ 4- (A-J - ï ) - Q . (**= 0) 

(2.6) - 
XJ (Avi) ~ VAT /A,-I \ — n 

J.M V \ ^ ' 11*v *• ) ) ~~ U 

must subsist. 

The case of the plane plate shows that W is of order t*. Hence if 

W is to be a minimum, we must make the leading term of ÜT in (2.5), namely 

“?ff 
vanish if possible. This is possible if and only if 

- • -e . U o - {Jo (/O 

a function independent of % • This restriction is also compatible 

with the boundary conditions. Now ¥7 in (2.5) involves no negative 

powers of t, and has as leading terms 

irtf [ Î(x+j.fA.'irut.'+ys- 

'Zb-O ■ 
'bt 5 

(2.7) 

/Vr 

where Uc ■=- We write (2.7) in the form 

U.*, -tf'T 
We shall choose , which is an arbitrary function of r and -ï 

and still at our. disposal so that (2.8) is a minimum. Putting x • 

the part of the integrand i®ubraces is of the form 

t ^ X 
\ (TvM"* ] -V-Z- JiV A 

2. \ AA. Vw.^ 
which has the minimum value -—1—  , at x =   . • 

Hence we must take 

♦Birkhoff, loc. cit., p. 955 
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OVArt _ V (W.'+UN 
7 

or 

ur •=> ^T70'4-Vk ) 4- &(*,) XAr% X. A- ' 

But from {2,6), w(r,0) c-0, and hence s(r) s 0. Our choice of w(is 

compatible with boundary conditions. We may now write (2.8) in the form 

TT't'l | . 

The integration with respect to -tt may be performed directly, so that 

we have W( a W^t, where W, A-» "tt*. cJnnr<- e~—A- 

(2,9) w. = ££ 
This integral is to be made a minimum subject to the boundary conditions 

l/„(0= = O. 

By th9 Calculus of Variations, the condition 3" W, := O 
J rod Q é_ 0 

(2ao) 

where is the integrand of (2.9)» Writing out this equation, we have 

(2*ix) v;*£-T5t«-&,(u;V4r-TÏ5) 
where 2h » 2t<* is the thickness of the plate. From the differential 

equation UD is found. is determined from the fact that the body 

forces F , F_ must vanish. By (1.25) and (1.24) we are to have /V -c 

(2.12) 

(2.1?) 

Jc..- + 

- PF,- ^ 15- 

Moreover, we have by our calculations above, 
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(2.14) 

(2.15) 

XJ = TT, (A.) 
I 

VAT     4 UT^ * • * 

>4 2. h 

where U0 la known. Substituting (2.14) and (2.15) in (2.12) ,and 

equating the constant term, with reference to t, to zero, we obtain 

_ _ 3X4-4-K /XT0
,,-»-lV U> \ 

\ 4 V Ay A,** / 9sfca' M 2-^- 

whence 

A-' 

» 

x(xv>-r) ^ A ' * 
But g^(r) —Of by (2.6). Coefficients of higher powers of t in the dis¬ 

placements (2.14) and (2.15) are obtained from (2.12) and (2.15) s^d 

also from the fact that the surface tractions must vanish on the free 

surfaces ;=t = ~e4 ; which leads to the following equations: 

/"*"» /—* y* 
l A*? - €>-? - =frV =- oj 

the notation following that given in the discussion following (1.12). 

Moreover, by (1.14) 

(2.16) /Cî> =-/CXc^(A)'J)+A'ei^(ô;#)+-/Q.e„£ï-,y) 

etc. But by (1.14), (li25), and (1.24) we have 

. /C\ = >441^^ > A 

^ A 'TC 

^ t ~ X A4Ü-” X A» 4 rjj”£ •> 

(2.17) ( ^ ^ ° /J_ 'M -r'lir \ 

=g/v = -h- L"C 9/v ; 

/v e- - - p1 
'/v£ 

-O' 

. _l __ , ^Ur- 

/X. - \) X — 4- ■Ç $=£- 
A L“ 
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The direction cosines in (2.16) are given by the relation tan & = 

(see Fig.2), so that we have 

cos(r, -v? ) — 

iTTRv 
s i<n. Le,l) - & ) O- ,, —IT 

If the plate is of constant thickness, then h — 0 and (2.11) reduces to 

the form given bj* Love for the case of plane strain symmetrical about 

the •& axis, under no body forces*. 

Case 2, The Complete Plate Under Axial Pressure and Clamped at the 

Outer Edge. In this case we do not assume the plate sy nmetrical about 
S- 

■2=0 , but we assume symmetry about the -axis. Accordingly, 

we let c< and 0 be proportional to the distances of the bases from 

the plane £- = 0, so that £=-t.< and 2»t (b are the equations of the lower 

and upper bases respectively (Fig.5)» The boundary conditions are the 

following»— 

V Co;o)- 0 j 0,0^= fc ; 
(2.18) 

We make again the assumption that U and w are given by (2.5), and compute 

the displacements by means of (2.5). The term in t**1 becomes 

♦Love, p.l4l. 
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1 P+%h) t ** J ^ r £ ’•* 1} 
/V À % À* 

a^XlX)0 -*XTo(^ j 

This term is made to vainih only by putting w0=wo(r), ^functions 

independent of? , and the boundary conditions are not violated. The 
•MM 

constant term* in W now d/fcsappears and the integrand of the term in t 

may be written as the sum of squares in the form: 

r vr • rr„ ^ r-M ^ /w\ \V (2.19) [v0 *■-jt* v~ï] ■*"%^M 
+ r- i-Vi + 

In this situation, the case of the ordinary plane plate shows that 
  j 
W is of order t . Hence, we shall require that the tern (2*19) shall 

vanish. Hence we require 

= 0 
Q ur, _ +. ur0's o 

) Q 
) 

or 

(2.20) Vo - O ; w4* ur, C/O - -^iATo' V f 
(A.) 

where p(r) is arbitrary. These requirements are consistent with the 

  3 
boundary conditions. These restrictions make W of order t , and the 

leading term now becomes 

+ *f 
/V J*JL. 

(2.2*) 
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The part of the integrand in braces may be written as the sum of squares 

in the form . 

+|>' + » .1 . -^VATo 4-|> 

A- 

Qui 

] 
(2-22) +j-^[L-%W'"+f'r+^.(::i',ri'+fr + C9£tT] 

Since W is to ue a minimum, and since U appears only in the last term, 

we put 

(2.25) 

*13^ VAT,' ^ o • <ru 

<Jz-~ 2;W(' 4-^^A) 

We choose w^so that the remaining part of (2.22) shall be a minimum. 

Putting 

? UT 

we are to make 

TV r 
A- 

+A) (.>n' 4 TV, +X1') 

a minimum. Tlie minimum value is taken on at 

7 - ~ X”f J- 

9 _   X / 

£ Vv-t Tv ) ^ 0A 

IWi +(f 4  —^ 
y A *■) ■ 

Integrating, we obtain 
/I | 

— vr„ + 
. \ 3. * r±f + fi-(rc) 

>s4i.(X L_O- » A 

where s(r) is arbitrary. Thus (2.21) becomes 
L 

A iL/\r À ■ 
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The integration with respect to -2r can be performed directly» Before 

doing this, we shall write for the sake of simplicity 

i-rVK+t' +-JL . *<.- * 
/ J 

We also replace p by V-where 

7vV~ = -yv. ^rJ h j 

so that hvt is the radi*al displacement of the mean surface * yy^, • 

Writing the principal part of W as w t , we now have 

VS/3 ti JL3£ 
VAT0 

'/V 

(2.24) 

+ ^ $] 

3/v 
• «•)]} 

This integral is to be made a minimum subject to the boundary conditions 

VATo (o^r t j ^"o (*•> - O 

(ATo* (,0 " 0 ; 

V*0 ( r - 0 • ' 

Prom the Calculus of Variations, the condition T— 0 

f 
\ JLA, 0 MTc" tfwV ; 

(2.25) 
i i f uv r ivy 

o 

Where is the integrand in (2.23). The system of two equations is 

of the fifth order and may be solved by classical methods. For a symmetrical 

plate, m1- 0, and the equations assume a simpler form, and the variables 

A- iL _ 2É- 
9 nr/ Q tsT0 ‘ 

k- Q 4 (Jj> 

(DV1 Q V 

separate. If,moreover, the plate is of constant thickness, the equations 

/ 

o 

in 

in wft and v become the same, and are 

v it 
,,, li « 

Al. + /\_\T- V - 0 ^ A. Wo +-A.Wo " ~ O' 
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The equation for w0 coincides with that obtained in the general theory*. 

The methods employed by GarabedianTare more direct in that the 

displacements are commuted directly from the equations of motion and 

of equilibrium. Moreover, his methods are of a more general character, 

being applicable to a larger number of situations» However, the computations 

in most cases become more tedious. Also, in every case, the assumption 

is made that the plate is symmetrical about the. planet - 0. Again the 

assumption is made that all quantities which are functions of r and •£■ 

can be expanded in powers of t, so that the equations (2.5) are valid. 

We shall treat several situations by following the procedure of Garabedian. 

It is convenient first to develop the system of differential equations 

in a general manner, so that the individual cases resolve themselves to 

special cases of the general method. Again we use cylindrical coordinates. 

We shall let the equations of the upper and lower bases be given by 

=t~- A. (A.; 

Ÿ (A.) 

The parameter t is introduced by writing 

t 
so that the equations of the bases are 

(2.26) 'g- — tfc- e< -b 
S- 

= t C< 

Assuming that all quantities involved which are functions of r and ï can 

be expanded in powers of t, we have in particular the relations (2.5) 

which we now write in the form 

XT fa*} = UeCAj^+U, fa's)t + (/v^HV+'" 

(2.27) vr(A,t)e l/ljl()t+ 

+Love, p. 494. 

t0. A. Garabedian, "Circular Plates of Constant or Variable 
ransactions of the American Mathematical Societv. Vol. 25. n• 
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where U and w, as before, denote radial and axial displacements* In 

addition we write 
Æ- (/O c £ -f (*- > 

(A*) -z 71 -f 
where h 7^ is a constant multiplier* 

If f(r) 5. 1, we have the special case of constant thickness* We shall 

proceed directly from the equations of elasticity to find the displacement 

given by (2.27), the pressures on the faces of the plate being prescribed. 

The coefficients of the di ferent powers of t in (2.27) are found from 

the conditions that (i) body forces have the required values,(ii) surface 

tractions on the bases have required values, (iii) boundary conditions 

at the edges are satisfied* 

For simplicity of notation we shall write 

(2.23) A* - J~ (A* A ) = A 1 -h A- • n, v/v ^ A- 

Thtough A may be a function of both r and ^ , we shall use primes to 

denote differentiation with respect to r. We also write 

in the form k*1*1 ,so that the equation 

A'*'* - f(r) 

is equivalent to 

from which A is readily found by a succession of quadratures. In our 

present notation, equations(1*25) are given by 

vf+ 1*^* = 'P,V- 



Making use of (l'ié), we write these equations in the equivalent forms 

(2.29) 

Hl+rKkZÜ-LE^ 
^ t ^ ±’3~ Vf É 

XQ-<r) 3vur- | 9 XT* /,. „n-N * gL. %fi+<r)(\-%<r'iPFt*. 
^ -u Of -t 3j* E- 

For the situation under consideration equations (2.17) become in 

our new notation 

(2.50) 

ATV - X £S. +3LJA \ A 

&9- - XA 4-VK s © © - X A + >}^ 
2: t “ X A 4- 3-^- * X A +• 3“^*“ "t 7) *J 
6% - =-O 
_ / I ^2ÎZ , « \ 

- Aï = + w~ ) 

rC\ - ~ ■=- o 
K St I ÎW" * = u v î n • 

Equations (2.16) also hold, and again ■fpM51 ) 

(1.3,) 2^==p.Ja~le)i) = DJ,u*cey?)= ^' 
We shall suppose that Sv and Sy are the applied iràctions to the 

upper and lower bases respectively, and that 

s’ =, S' + S’-t +5lf'+ • • • . 

Sj = S„+5,t -t-SX-C± 
(2;j2) 

— ±se ■ - t - . -3. w ■ J 

the coefficients in these developments being functions of r only. By 

(2.51) the radial and axial components of these tractions may be written 

»t.1 

^ 1 +-*f-«ox 

Rn - ■tc5i 

fi+r~ 

,z.v- f/ ftV ) 

5-> 

i i+evs 
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It is seen at once that if the plate is of constant thickness, o(, - 0 * 

and R*= R^=0, ZV= S'* Zy-3f . 

(2.55) \ 

&
 

V It
 p
 

— — “tel. A A- +3r/V ] -*x'Sy 

J » -t--t%ox . 
V*-r 

  AA, fïA^ -tdJ S-i 
-l| 1 4-tV,'1 

fft. 1 = 

•r* t ( i+-tv>’- 

v «].... 
__ ~tck *2/V + f __ 54 

1 +tV,x‘ J i t +-t V- 

^ R1 

-9 ' 

We recall that applied tractions are tensions when positive, pressures 

when negative. These equations, l?y means of (2.50) and (1.16), may be 

written in the final form 

(2.51) { 

(i- 5-^)^ +'VAr ‘t'j + ?><rU + a (.i -cr) j 

s a-O-urJO-zH s 
t E 

0 / 
where S - S or according as V = a or-a. 

The equations (2.29) determine the coefficients in the formulas of 

displacement (2.27) to within arbitrary functions of r. Equations (2.54) 

furnish differential equations to determine these functions of r, Finally 

the constants of integration are fixed by means of the boundary conditions 

at the edges. 

In order to carry out this process, it.is conveniènt to introduce a 

•notation. Let the equations obtained from (2.29) by equating coefficients 

of t*be denoted by 
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F™ - 0 a—JL F* O 
respectively. We thus have for n the values -2,-l,0,l,2,... By a similar 

notation, the equations (2.5^) yield the equations 

R,V>=0, 0, 0, = • • ). 

These six sets of equations just mentioned are sets of differential 

equations by which the arbitrary functions of r are obtained. 

In order to make full use of the boundary conditions we shall digress 

for the moment to define and treat the "stress-resultant" and the "stress- 

couple". By an "edge-line" of the plate we shall mean the circle s 

formed by the intersection of the middle-plane 2-»0 with the circular 

cylinder r = ro, We take the positive direction of s in the counter — 

clockwise sense (looking down on the plate from above) and let -? be the 

outwardly directed normal to s. Then -? , s, form a right-handed 

system of axes. Consider the action exerted byrthe part of the plate 

outside the cylinder r •= ra upon the innsr part. Let a short length 

of s, and let A be the area of the part of the cylinder r= ra bounded 

by the two vertical lines through the extremities of STS' . The 

tractions on A are equivalent to a force at the centroid of A and a 

couple. Let M.ûl » M denote the components of the force, 

and m , [?i » w those of the couples with reference to the 

system. We denote the limits of , ... by T1 ,.... Then 
JA--' 

T, S, N are the components of the "stress-resultant" belonging to the 

circle s, and H, G, K a»*e the components of the "stress-couple". For 

the plates tender consideration it is seen that 3 a. H t K =. 0. The 

conventions with regard to the sense* of positive Gj| T are given by 

Fig. 3. 

♦Garabedian, Loc. cit., p.50» 
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Gr 

A positive T is a radial tension, and points in the direction of 

increasing r. N is directed positively in the sense of increasing Z- , 

and denotes a shearing force normal to the middle plane, ffe shall hence¬ 

forward call T, N, G the stress-components. They are given by* 

T = f ir AA, dj 
- ÛU 

(2-55) , 
-G~ 

where r”r, iTiare given in terms of J by means of (2.50). 

The applied tractions are also equivalent to a force and a couple 

whose components we denote by T, S, N,and H, G, K where we also have 

*Love: Loc. cit., p. 462. 
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S = H 5 K SO. At an edge we shall have 

(2.56) T* T, N» N, G » G* 

Performing the integrations in (2.J5), we write 

T ® T0 •+ T, t +T^ t*"} 

(2.57) N - H, +N, t + Njfcx + * ' • -> 

G* ffe + S^+G^Ù*» ‘ j 

where the coefficients are functions of r only* By (2*50) and (2*55) 

If the right hand members at an edge are known then the constants of 

integration may be found. 

Certain types of boundary conditions which may exist at ôii îedge 

r =re are the following: 

we have 
g 

0+<r)Ü-3-<rî 
<r i \J% +■ 

Gr • 

V 

CD at a "free" edge 

(2.39i) T(r ) *N(rp ) =1 G(re ) 0. 

(2) At a "supported" edge the axial displacement 

is zero, but there is no restriction on the 

radial displacement. The complete conditions 

are 

WCA.OJO') -=T(A.O) " Gr(Ao) = O- (2.59b) 
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(5) At a clamped edge we have 

(2.59c) V (A0JO) =. UT (A0;0 ) - WT* (AOJ 0) = O j 

that is, there is neither axial nor radial displacement of a point on the 

edge-line, and the inclination of the middle plane is not permitted to 

vary. 

Solving for the displacements in the general case, the equations 

_ o, s. 0 give the equations 

'(2.40) 'T'Vo 
- o 

UJ~o 

^r ■=. 0 

(2.41) 

whence we have 

\Je - +■ J 

VATP , VAr0+ +- VAr0^ ^ 

where U0<L, ,tJJ4,'jw;^are functions of r alone to be determined subsequently 

by means of the surface traction conditions. In general, we get 

(2.42) \ -S.U. +-U +- (terms of higher order) 

VAT ^ (terms of higher order) 
„(.-•) ,    . , . .  The equations Rt_'\ 

*c-o 

(2.4?) . 
' »s - 

2Î*0 
^UTo “ 

1 
* ■ h'*- 

- O 

^ 0 

- O (? - 
ij.. 

7 = 0 

Hence, in (2.4l), 

(2-44) ».<, *■ »..* 0 ■ 

For simplicity in dealing with (2.54), we shall use the following 

notations adding the first equation of (2.54) for %■ = a to the s^me 

equation for ï -a and equating coefficients of t"” we obtain an equation 

which we call RW— 0 (without parentheses enclosing the superscript); 
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subtracting the two equations and proceeding in the same fashion, we 

get R =. Oj treating the second equation of (2.54) in the same way we 

geif the equations Z*=0 and Z^ = 0. Hence wherever it is convenient 

we shall use the equations 

R^- 0, Rvv= 0, Z^=0, Z"= 0 in place of 

°> z<-, = 0. 2“° « «• 

To compute U, and w( , we consider F^"‘^and F^"*‘=. 0. From these 

we obtain 

(2.45) 

0 r, 

\- 9t\r0 
i 

I- jur- *7) ^ 

• ?U0 

; 

v- 

But (2.^1) gives we = wet_ and Ue ■= Ue^ as functions of r alone. Hence 

U*0 is also a function of r alone, and therefore the right-hand members 

of (2.45) now yield the equations 

U, 0 

<2.*S> 
>«■ ^ , 

W, - '^t~\4j- 

,(•) 

+vr 
•-(i 

Now from R =0 and R =0, we have 
I») 

(2.47) pM*. +urn a u1(b + «v.’t =,0 . 

L Ï J^stS. 

1°) From Z «0 and Z ^j-0, we find 

(2 

r ^".OL 
.48) ] 

|-*~ 

/~c^ 

U.£ 4- L'+s-X^rjS0 

O-flrS E ; 

^o-t- 4* 

V) 
c>vir) {\-1~<r)Sc 

(i- O E 



Therefore S0HSO , and we denote the common value by S® . From this 

result, we note that a tension or pressure to he of as low order as t 

must be the same on both bases. In the situations which we treat later 

it is convenient to have S%' constant. We will make this restriction, 

though’ the general proceedure may be carried through. 

From F^0> - 0, F ***» 0, we find 

(2.49) 
^ - Vxir +V. X* i ur-y 

X<r 
7T Vo e- 1 

VATJ_ * 

V 
4-U-r) 

1-ilT 

i-o ~r) 

Taking S® as constant, we have from (2.43) 

w i a. 
/-tr 

U ¥rt Oir 

and (2.49) may he written 

(2.50)1 

■J-ft. 
V 

‘î 
- 3-~ 

Xti-r) 

<r 
2-U~(T) 

V& 
î 

. r-1*/x 

$. 

The equations R*=. 0, 0, ^ 0, Z1- 0 give the results 

W. 

(2.51) t 

u 
6(r- 

UVft. ^ O 

s' =s. *s; 
U,* +_ C< +g~)(L-3-ir) $,‘ 

e- 
\ Wi a. 

I- <r 
Cl-»-) E 
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We shall set •=. 0. Then we have 

(2.52) W- T-CL - 

Treating 0 and 0, and simplifying, we obtain 
i <r 

vx 
*■ 
<r- 

(2.54) I 

- 
UH +'J5«.'S 

X-(r 

XCt-<r) ■f-- L (i-<r) 3 > 

VAT3 = wr3^ + w-lo.'i + —  
ttt-0’) J 

Now Z ^ - JO gives S ^ = 3 and we set S* = S a 
~ 2. 

Sx ^0* Proceeding as in the 

previous steps we obtain the following equations from R7'=0 and Z^ — OJ 

(2.54) fJ^Ur°<'°4' 

1~ . %,<- ^ _ ilüilllSj) J E 

We take = 0. Eliminating ( 4- 17^*. .) we obtain 

(2.55) 30-<r^)S3 

X £ 

T/e shall set aside these equations temporarily and develop further 

useful formulas by treating (2.57) and (2.38). The results we have just 

obtained are to be substituted in (2.38), from which, upon equating 

coefficients of powers of t, we are able to evaluate our constants. 

Considering the second of equations (2.38), we find N(5 N^ = 0. 

Equating terms in t3 , we have 

2.56) 
i **■ * 3 „ r 

\AT0.r. ^ 
i » r“ 3(t-<rx) //i 

X E 

If the plate is of constant thickness 

( ds — o)» this equation is 

w.vr‘ =- ik (2.57) 

where r ^ 1. E' 
3 0- <r*) 

Eliminating t by means of the relations h T|t, D - ^*"t' I we may write 



3 O-cr1) 
where 2h is the actual thickness of the plate and D is the "flexural 

rigidity"^ Love > jp.4T o') • 

(T  ju.^l70)-> 

The computed values of and w^ when substituted in (2.27) give 

the formulas of displacement. In the examples which we treat these formulas 

are susceptible.to certain simplifications when we consider 

(i) the case of radial pressures onlyi" 

(ii) the case of axial presures only. 

In this connection, we make use of the following transformations: 

where (t,-t) signifies the replacement of t by -t, etc. Clearly each 

of these transformations turns the plate upside down and at the same time 

reverses the sign of either w or U. V/hen such a transformation does not 

disturb the conditions that characterize a given problem, it does not 

alter the solution, and hence may be used to simplify the formulas of 

displacement. 

For the case of radial pressures only, we may make (2.59a) and (2.59b).' 

Then from (2.27) we have 

(2.59a) (t,-t), (w,-w)j 

(2.59b) ($,-$), (w,-w), ( 

(2.59c) (t,-t), (U,-U)j 

(2.59d) ), CU,-U), ( oS-* )• 

(2.60) 

The displacement is now given by 
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+■ jj^4 K- 
2-CJ-a<r) 

un ' <,*_ \zS- tyr*c 
i \-x<r o 

j ✓ *• 
3<*. 

-b 
3 VoZ 

"TÎ1 

I- x<r 

4 

(2.61) 

îuçA + -^— w-‘*-4' 
L r° -iO-Xr) 3e- 1 

-TU’Y] 
tr+« 

v 
For the case of axial pressures only we my make (2.59c) and (2.59d), 

and we obtain the relations 

^ )- CÆ) %) = ° 

<2*'52> ' )=o. 

The formulas of displacement are now given by 

r 
+U^«5 + fr^r, ’ 

«<-*0 " * 

+rVr Ç.J   
*— **■ ù xi\-x<r) * * !-X(T J 

‘K 

3 -sur *-i \ 
S.T1 

(2.65) ( 

,—r'CUï-t- , , 

3- r • r M LS" 

 r 5 r + 

Ot- 
u-r - w. -v-Tun^ ■*-— : 

l— 2-(\-W) ^ 

- 77^> - '°.I - trSr : ‘ 
■V- * « • 
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We now proceed with the application of these methods to some specific 

cg-ses. For simplicity,as well as to obtain a check upon our methods 

we shall consider first two cases in which the plate is of constant 

thickness. 

Case The Complete Oircular Plate Loaded at its Center and Clamped 

at the Edge. We shall consider a plate of constant thickness 2h and 

radius rô • Under central load, the surface tractions are zero, and the 

displacements are given by (2.65) without the terms and w^ , which 

drop out in the earlier calculations. 

The first differential equation to be considered is (2.55) which 

becomes 

(2.65) ur0^ - ° > 

or 

(2.64) IAJV£‘ ^ 

The constant K is determined by (2.57). If W is the central load, we 

have 

(2.65) w = ^TT/L 

since 2 Ttm is the resultant shearing force* on the portion of the 

plate lying within a circle of radius r. Thus (2.64) becomes 

(2.66) * . •* I 
UTo 

w  
inr/vTt3 ’ 

Integrating, we have 

(2.67) VAT0V- 
+
 ^ ^ ''V 

♦Garabedian, Loc. cit., p.579 



’«There D ia given by (2.58)# Since the plate is complete it includes the 

center (r * 0) and hence 03 must vanish. The constants C^and C^are 

determined by the conditions w#<r (r) w ^ (r) =0, which follow 

from Substituting these values in (2.67) 

we have 

(2-63) Mr- Lt ^>--hi 
We now evaluate w^^ and U3CL . From (2.54) we obtain 

(2.69) 

. 7— 

IAT, -,v ^ 
a-~Tr/v. 0(\~r) 

and from the equations R — 0 and Z ^ - 0, we find 

(2.70) r I 

3-0 

(t.O-r) 
ur£'y+±2L- T7,rY'Ki.+Vs..)*-= o • 

Eliminating (w^^ _j- ) and then eliminating U by means of (2.69)» 

the result is 

or 

(2.71) 

t <► I * _ 
- O 

The constant is found by equating coefficients of t*” just as 

coefficients of i; were equated to give (2.56). The resulting equation 

for the c-ase of constant thickness (. oi = 0) i. 

(2.7?) 1*1“ _ IZzl. - & ■ 
Jo(i-r) i . <f 
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Hare Ng. H. 0 and K'^O. NOW integrating (2.71) we obtain, suppressing 

the term in log r which vanishes as in (2.67)» 

(2.75) -*C l 

But the boundary conditions wa^_(rD ) =. give C( =0^=0, 

and w TS 0. Now (2.6?) gives the result 
X Cr”“ 

(2.74) « V^ = 
i-Tt/uDCi-<r) 

By similar arguments it is found that the remaining unknowns vanish 

identically. The formulas of displacement (2.65) now become, returning 

to the original variable fc-, 

U - — ^ÎL 
4-TTl> 0 A. 

W -63—«r)*3J 

w 
W 

?-TTD 

ix-rr 

j>^ - a • 
S-TTOO-r) L 3 J 

The central deflection is 

» «% WA„
X 

v ' /tTT D 

If •?-=0, we have the formula for the approximate theory (Love, p. 494). 

Case 4. Complete Circular Plate Loaded rat its Center and Supported 

at the Edge. As in the preceding case, we have 

(2.75) 

Sifb 

4- C } 

but the constants are determined by the conditions (2. 59^. Prom (2.5#) 

we have at once ur, O-t- ~ (. Ao ^ — 

from which we obtain (2.75) in the form f. : 

n .it) w. 01* 
. W 
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Proceeding as before with the solution for w^ and U , we obtain 

an equation of the foru (2«75)> and since w.^ (r0 ) = 0, wa have 

UJU.- 

r* 
To determine K we turn to the result found by equatieng coefficients of t 

in the third of equations (2.58)* This equation is 

pc 

_£  

l +-ÇT (2.77) 

PC 

I \ fc) l>»; ' Y - * ï ] 
V» 

\ Ï 
~<r 

+ Lu.-<rl" ° 
av r. 6rj_. 

Eliminating by means of the first of the equations (2.54), and putting 

) =^o, 

(2.78) 

G (r) s;0, we obtain 
0 à 

= - (Aï-nï) 
H-D ( I +-<r) TT D A-o 

Then (2.54) giyès in the form 

- - lt+r)WT(\ +   . 
^(/+cr>rr D/i^ iLC I-<r)ir DA, 

We have w^^(r) - Gq(r) = 0, and w^= Uyj^= 0, and all further un¬ 

knowns vanish identically, so that we may write down the following 

complete solution in terns of the original variable t * 

U -- _ \Nr 

îTTt) L i+rJ «nrDL«i+.->A»* <,-< 
ï  (a--<r) 2; 

34i.tr) rv. 

_ vV 
w - f 

Itnr D L * +(r 

(T 
l-<r 

L • ' 0 ^ j ?TTt> [j 

C Id A-o 3+<rV.x"l ÜÎZÜÏ 

$~U+r)/i£ 

(&+<r )WC^ . 

7rDA0
x 
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The central deflection is given by 

d - — Ç-3+O P j __ x- CS-t^r J ”1 
im+-r^Trt) L 5- ^3+0*)J 

Case 5. The Incomplete Plate of Variable Thickness under Internal 

FC
3- 

A
 * 

p 

assumption that the bases are free from traction (§ E O )» the second 

of equations (2.51) gives the equation 

C2.79) u.V -v [y.l + 7-v— ]•<■'= 0 • 
/v J 

If we restrict cC.to be of the form 

(2.80) oC(r) = ">|/u 

(2.79) ia of Euler's type and is readily transformed by a change of in¬ 

dependent variable into a linear equation with constant coefficients. 

If k » 0, the plate is of constant thickness. Otherwise, the thickness 

at the center is either infinite or null. This difficulty is avoided 

by considering the incomplete plate. (Figillustrates the case where 

k =. -1, h a 1). By means of (2.80)^ (2.79) becomes 

(2.81) +- (- ( |~ (TO ^^7 = O • 
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The characteristic equation is 

m + km-(l •— <r]c)^l!r - 0 - 
A-1 

and ha3 distinct real roots since* in general 0~ is less that 1. Denoting 

the roots of the characteristic equation by m, and m^, the solution of 

(X.n) . . -,Vo*r = 

We denote the inner radius by re and the outer radius by r( , and 

by and pt we denote the pressures applied to the inner and outer 

edges respectively. The pressures are measured per unit of edge-line 

arc. The boundary conditions are 

î(r) = T,(ç)t -= ' 

It*,)»*, 

Equating the coefficients of t in the first of equations (2.38), we have 

These equations determine the constants in (2.82). Solving for these 

constants, we now have 

(2.35) » LU - i - <r 

E (A. o /t, - A0 **A, ■) [&r It- 
>Vl . 

n. A 

A.1*1'1" 

<T 

* Love, loc. cit., p.103 
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By virtue of (2.85) and (2.48) we now know the leading terms in the 

displacements} that is, 

f U" V0.&_-V * • • 

(2.84) \ p— -I -j *- 
) VA-r -   L/0-e~ -it -V • • * 
i 1 — 

fe shall not proceed with the computation of the remaining terms. 

The computation follows the general procedure already outlined. Unlike 

the preceding two cases, the series for U and w do not terminate. 

Case 6. Incomplete Plate of Variable Thickness under Uniform Pressure 

with One Edge Clamped and One Edge Free. The preceding case was one 

in which radial pressure was prescribed. In the present case, axial 

pressure is applied. We take r » JJ, as the J^ree edge and r •= r# as 

the clamped edge. 

•9 3? 
We shall take 3 s S t =■ - p; and s 0, where p is a constant 

pressure per unit of surface area and is normal to the upper base 2-r a. 

By means of these assumptions, we may readily solve (2.55). We find 

To determine K, we use (2.56) where N^r,) =r 0, by (2.59)* When 

this is done, (2.85) becomes 

(2.85) 
»*» 3 r 

(2.86) 

3Ç\-<rv) j? A-t1") 

H' E a? A. 



where a = o(t. 

If we confine ourselves to the case where a(r) = h /v , this equation, 

like (2.79) is of Euler’s type. We multiply (2.86) through by r3 and 

put y~- log r, obtaining an equation of Euler type with the characteristic 

equation» 

(2.87) -yw + l3k-0»v-3k - O j 

which has only distinct real roots, since <T< 1. We denote these 

roots by 0,mt, . We obtain a particular integral of the non-homo- 

geneous equation and add it to the general solution of the homogeneous 

equation to obtain the complete solution of (2.86) • The values 
g 

0 \ 77T v , all lead to special exceptional ) ? s .> 
J
 0 K.£>~\r ) 

cases but the solutions in these cases can be found by the usual methods. 

For other values of k the complete solution of (2.85) becomes 
-»V. T_ 

(2.88) ^0<r - /V -V- IC^A. -r K "b 

-(rL)p V--3 & 
A.  •4 

•2. 2. * îfe. 
A-, /b   

The three constants are deter lined by means of the boundary conditions- 

Gj(r) — w^(ç) - — 0* The result is that in (2.88) the terms 

K, \ ^ +- K3 

become 

where 

“ * )- R>.(ro - r ) j 



J 
K 

A 

B 

Ab  

•H-V<r ^ 

_AL_'vr* 3feC.-cr) J ° » 

f \ 1,H| Wi 
©=• (^U-H-ON A, 

In evaluating the succeeding coefficients the differential equations 

all of the same type as the one just considered and hence readily in* 

tegrable. 
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The Gibbs Phenomenon 

1. Introduction 

A certain remarkable difference in the graph, near a point of 
0 

discontinuity, of a function represented by a Fourier's series con¬ 

taining an infinite number of terms and the graphs of the approximating 

series containing a finite number of terms has been given the name 

"The Gibbs Phenomenon" by M.,Bocher. This name was used by BScher 

since, in his opinion, the differences in the behavior of the graphs 

for a particular function was first mentioned by Prof. J. Willard 

Gibbs, although the same fact had been observed by Wilbraham* in 

treating the same function in 1846. Prof. Gibbs made his remark 

during the course of a discussion Carried on by himself, A.E.H.Love, 

and the American physicist, Prof. A. A.Michel son, in the English journal 

Nature^" during 1898 andl899 « 

This discussion was begun by Michelson and concerned the behavior 

of the functions 

and the approximating functions: 

tx) = 

in the neighborhood of X «c>)3LTr<f4Trj. •    • In his first 

letter in the discussion described above Prof. Gibbs makes the statements 

"Let a point move from the origin in a straight line at an angle of 

45° withe the axis of x to the point ) , thence vertically 

* Wilbraham, Oamb. and Dub. Math. Joum., 5 (1848), p. 198. 

tNature, 58 (1898), p. $44, 569; 59 (1898-99), p. 200, 606; 

60 (1899), P^ 52, 100. 
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in a straight line to the point ( tTî^-TT ), thence obliquely in a 

straight line to the point( 3*7T1
)
riP ), etc» The broken line thus 

described (continuing indefinitely forward and backward ) is the limiting 

form of the curve of as the number of terms increase indefinitely"• 

Despite the article by Wilbraham mentioned above, it seems that mathe¬ 

maticians were quite willing to accept this statement of Gibbs. However, 

a short time later, Gibbs pointed out fl.a careless efrror" in the above 

statement. Referring to the broken line curve described above Gibbs 

wrotes "The inclined portions were correctly given, but the vertical 

portions, which are bisected by the axis of x, extend beyond the points 

where tiey meet the inclined portions, their total lengths being ex¬ 

graph of g (x) and the actual limiting position of the graph of 8^(x) 

Michelson, Love, and Gibbs was largely concerning the -^act that whereas 

1. 
the continuous curve y « s4/( x) approaches a continuous curve as its limit, 

the continuous fuiction s^(x) approaches the discontinuous function 

g (x) as its limit. 

In a monograph on Fourier’s series published in 1906 Bocher* 

♦Bocher, Annals of Math., Vol. 7 (1906), pp. 81-152. 

pressed by four times The 

£s*”given in Fig. 1. and Fig. 2, respectively. This discussion of 



points out that a si.nilar difference occurs in the behavior of the 

graphs of a large class of functions represented by Fourier's series 

and in the limiting positions of the graphs of the approximating 

functions made up of a finite number of terms of the series as the 

number of terms increases indefinitely. 

2» -Th~e Gibbs Phenomenon 

j.n_Fou,risris_Series 

We make use of the following fundamental theorems in Fourier's 

series* 

Theorem 1. (a) « Let f(x) be of period 2 TP and bounded and 

such that the interval ( ) may be divided into a_ finite number 

of parts within vjhich f(x) is continuous and varies monotonically. 
» 

At any point of division, c, where f(x) is not continuous we denote 

the value f(o-o) + f(c4o) .where ■ SL' j 

X<C. 

-f (*> 
J X>C- 

Define constants a. , b- by the equations 

d-o - 

-T i-r 
Then for all x in the interval( —TO 4^ y. < vTis ) 

x) adwtx <ty. 

cO 

'y (tLj (UrtJL A JL (2.2) f(x) — -t- 



0>). The series (2*2) convergea uniformly to 

f(x) in any Interval which does not reach up to or include a point 

of discontinuity*« 

Theorem 2. If f(x) haa the period 2 Tp and in any finite 

Interval has no other discontinuities them a finite number of finite 

jumps, and if f(x) haa a derivative which in any finite Interval 

haa no other discontinuities than a finite number of finite discon¬ 

tinuities, than the Fourier*a development of f(x) convergea to the 

value f(x) at all pointa where f is contlnuoua , and to the value 

when f la discontinuous» Moreover the convergence ia uniform throughout 

any interval which doea not include or reach up to a point of 

T 
discontinuity» 

A function f(x) will be said to satisfy -Dirichlet^ 

Conditions in an interval (a,b) in which it is defined, when it is 

subject to one of the two following conditional 

(i) f(x) ia bounded in (a,b) and the interval can be broken up 

into a finite number of open partial intervals, in each of which 

f(x) ia monotoTvlc 

(ii) f(x) haa a finite number of points of infinite discontinuity 

in the interval. When arbitrarily small neighborhoods of these points 

are excluded, f(x) is bounded in the remainder of the interval, and 

this can be broken up into a finite number of open partial intervals, 

in each of which f(x) is monotonie» Furthermore, the infinite integral 

(** 
\ ■Ç’C*') is to be absolutely convergent» 

* See Fine, Calculus, p. 5Ô5 and Bocher, Loo. cit., p. 115 
4* Bocher, Loc. cit., p. 115. 
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Aaother well-known theorem is the following» 

Theorem 5» Let f(x) , bounded or not, satisfy Dirichlet's 

Conditions* in the interval ( —TVjT? ) and let it be continuous at 

a and b and in where -tr^o. and • Then the 

Fourier*a aeries for f(x) converges uniformly to f(x) in any interval 

( a.+-<T , &•- <f ) contained in (a,b)« 

In an interval which includes or reac xes up to a point where 

a function f(x) is discontinuous the Fourier’s series of f(x) cannot 

converge uniformly, since a uniformly convergent series necessarily 

represents a continuous function. The study of Gibbs Phenomenon is 

nothing more nor less than the study of the nature of thé convergence 

of a Fourier's series near a point where the function represented 

by the series is discontinuous, or, more precisely, near a point 

where the function has a finite jump. To make such a study we shall 

begin by considering the special function Y (*), where 

"vjr o < x < %vïT 
X. 1 

- Y (.*) y x* Oj , • • • 

This function is not defined at all at the points t and has 

a finite jump of magnitude TP at each of these points. "'CM 

satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1, <-nd the Fourier's development 

of ■’'ÿ* (x) is readily found to be 

(2.5) ^f(x) - 0^22, + ... * ^ + . .. 

We denote by 3^(x) the sum of the first n terms of (2.5)* 

3^.(x)= A-U * + + .... -V- 
^ "V\* 

* Carslaw, Introduction to the Theory of Fourier's Series and 
Integrals, p. 280. 
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H 0-vv.c e. 
£ (>0 = J o- \c<n v-*. 4c«tK«.j^ 

= ft _i_ + ftw, 1 X 
x X J ÉU 

(2.4) 
___**- {^LZ± 

J X 

?z2±±Xa- 

JLOJ. 
£_ 

We denote by R .^(x) tie remainder of the series (2.5) after the 
, o < •* <. 3-**F 

nth term. Confining our attention to the interval fin which 

(2.5) 

'\{r(x) ■=.JL(,lp_x ) we may write 

n't- 
(*) - ? 

~V\. -r dL*~ 
C0<X4 : 

Vie shall investigate the behavior of R _ (x) in the neighborhood of 
IV 

the points x =■ O and x =■ VÎT1. 

Theorem 4. R ^ (x)|ha8 maxima at the points 

xrtr - *-TT 
4-K.TT 

(2.6) *1 x - %n+, ) +- , 

For large n, R ^ (x) has maxima at the points x ^ , x ,...,x ^ 

and minima at the points x . x_ . «... x. 
- ' — - -  * • 15 XH^l 

From (2.5) we obtain 

n_ 

R 1 (x)   
ln+j 

'K 
P~ xu^L JS- 

( O 4. x <- *-'•? ) 

from which we deduce the first statement in the theorem immediately. 

We have, moreover, 

• v ^ X>v+| » I • in + 1 ^ v 
g 11 /^x _ 3^ ** C<rK *X. * + ^ “5T 
^ * 

St AL*^ 

For n sufficiently large the algebraic sign of R" (x) 

7T) 



is the same as that of 
- x 0-Vv+ | 

— Aw- Ln * 

In the interval under consideration sin is positive. Since 

cos 3=—-57 >> * is positive at x - Xx/V_ ' (/v = ijXj ) 

and negative at x » R ^ (x) takes on maxima at x = x%/>^ 

and minima at X •= "*• x/\-\ * 

We write 

p = R 
<4 

and seek to determine the values of • In order to do this it is 

convenient to put R . (x) in a different form. Adding and subtract¬ 

ing the quantity 

x 
(Vfrl)Æ- fa = l AA- fa 

CL J ^ 1 

to the right-hand member of (2.5), v/e may write 
r(*4i)X _ ^2*7^ Rv. (x) “ ^ - J *±^Ji Xü + 1^60 

where 

(2.8) I (x) = 
V\# I 5-A*— ^_~e~ 

<uL~ 

("* **"t) *“ ^ 

Upon integrating by parts we obtain 

I (x) - 
Vv. 
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_j  

*n +■£. 

cO'c^n %_ - 
 ;  <£*&- (?1 JA. tbt- 

^0^ 
X- 

Both of these terms become infinite when x — • 

However, if we restrict ourselves to the interval o ^ x & -V , 

where b < ÿ.'ïT » see that both expressions are continuous except 

at x =- 'o, where they are both bounded. In fact, we have, 

I -U. ] 
M 0 X 4- O- II 

•wr 

9— 
*'ô 

where-M is a suitably chosen constant. Accordingly, from (2.7) we have 
. -ft TP 

(2.9) P ^ Ü— R^(xk) - - f JU 

P, = 3= - C 

Since bhisjvalue is lim R ^ (x), we note that the limiting length 

of the ordinates S (x) (treating the ordinate.a3 a line segment 
^ * TT 

and not as a value) has the length f /^vv— ^ which verifies 
J0 X 

the statement in Gibb’s second letter quoted in the introduction 

to this paper. 

(2.10) 

By a well-known formula 
r+°° * r i '— * 

_ | ^ « uo + U, +UJL+.- 

2- cL V 

where 

(2.11) a. 

AU*) TT 

A 

% 
«/ip 
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We have, therefore, 

The Constanta U. ^ are alternately positive and negative, being 

positive when i is even, and negative when i is odd, and they satisfy 

the.inequality 

(2.12) 0-  

O+OTT _ (i-»î.)n 
fuZ- x 

iir ) 

so 1UL\ <• I U.iM andlimlf.; = O- 1 1 c4.o 

Therefore has the same sign as , so that P^ is positive 

when k is even, negative when k is odd. 

Moreover, since 

and since U. 4- U » has the same sign as 
R ft +1 

P, , we have 

“ 1 ^"fc.V-^-ft+1 | I ) 

so that 

(2.15) lP*\ > \P*.41.| (<U > 

Incidentally, from our definition of P-fe , it follows from (2.1J) 

that for n sufficiently large 

(2.14) |
R
T>W)| > I R* Ocfe.4,_)| • 

The constants UcU., ,...may be computed to any desired degree 

of approximation. We thus find* 

U0 r I. — 

ix, ••• 

O-^ST** 

U..* ^ -o.l Î3-- 

\JL+~ O.IM-i-*" 

XXr =-t?. iMo * * ’ 

UiL - 0.09 S • • • 

* Bocher, Loc. cit., p. 128 
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while from here on 

«L. --Ç-!) * ■h c* 
I i < o. oool 

Hence we have 

"P /. S~noS•• ■ 

-p° =-o.a^' • • 

r 0. **# 

-p _ 0 • /O ,, 

7^ ^ o. o Y ^ * 

^4“ " Ô , O ^ * 

^ t - O ' o *£~ 3 .. . 

~*7 - û . o ^ 

Consider now the two curver^f — y'* (x) and^ * S^Cx). 

The graphs of "ÿ^ (x) and S ^ (x) are given in Fig* 5» 

FIG. J 



In general, the approximation curve has the form of a wavy line which 

keeps crossing the line y ^ (x) and which reaches its greatest 

distances from this line (distances being measured parallel to the Y 

axis) at the points x , x , x , .... Moreover these greatest 

distances are, for large values of n, approximately equal to their 

limiting values P ,P , P «... Accordingly, and this is 
1 A# ft #1 

hci «ftt* 
the phenomenon first noticed by Gibbs, the 6f these waves does, 

not approach zero as n becomes infinite. If , however, we fix our 

attention on any interval which does not include or reach up to a 

point of discontinuity, the hdghts of the waves in that interval 

approach zero as n becomes infinite. As n increases the effect is 

that of shoving the waves along the line , the waves of highest 

amplitude being shoved nearer and nearer to the points of discontinuity* 

By a method developed by Bocher* we may readily pass from the 

function to a large class of periodic functions. We write 

(2.15) (X-O C-7T < ) • 

This function is continuous except at the points 7.-=- a. t ?- fk.*Tp } 

( ~fL * ), at each of which it has a jump of 

amount fj1 , and ât which .the series ..; : . - 

o£> . . . 
. x Cl / -<u~- tû. _ • , C^rx • / v\ Y (*) - A. L ~Z— x ■*"  7  * / 

has the value ■§■ 

Next we consider the function 

* Bocher, Loc. cit., sec. 7» P» 115 ffj P* 150* 



The hdghta of the waves of this function are obtained by multiplying 

the hdghts of the waves of ”"VC>(X) ^ a constant factor _X- , 1 7T 
but since the same is true of the magnitude* of the jump at a , the 

ratio of the hdghts of the waves to the magnitude of the jumps is 

unaltered* 

Now let a^, ••••,&£ be arbitrarily chosen points in the interval 

^ x ^ and let 'X"X.^ be arbitrarily chosen con¬ 

stants and consider the function 

(2.16) F(x) ^ Li, XL CO* " * “ Af (K ) • 
TP ' ^ 

This function is continuous everywhere except at the points ay, 

• and points differing from these by multiples of 2 7T , at which 

points it has finite jumps of magnitudes X,,•••> X^ respectively. 

Finally let us consider any function f(x) of period 2 TP which 

in any finite interval has no other discontinuities than a finite 

number of finite jumps and which has a first derivative which has in 

any finite interval only a finite number of finite discontinuities. 

Denote bya ( , ...,a ^ the points of discontinuity of f(x) wnich 

lie in the interval -TT at TP and ly Xy,..., X* the amounts 

of the jumps at these points. Defining F(x) as in (2.16) we write 

(2.17) 0(x) =. f(x)-F(x). 

This function has the period 2 71* and is continuous except at the 

points where f and F are discontinuous. At these points £(x) is 

discontinuous merely because it is undefined, because it has a jump 

of magnitude zero. We add to the definition of Q (x) by defining 

it at these points to have the value © (x +-o) - & Cx-e ) . 

The behavior of the sp proximation curves y ■=. S^(x) consisting of the 

first n terms of the series of f(x) studied by means of the relation 

f(x) =. © (x) +- F(x) 

The series representing 0(x) converges uniformly and since the 

series for f(x) maybe obtained by adding the Fourier coefficients of 
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corresponding terms in the series for ©(x) and F(x), we see that 

the behavior of the approximating curves for f(x) is substantially 

the same as the behavior of the approximating curves for F(x)« By 

means of the analysis just given we obtain finally, an stated in 

our introduction, the following result*: 

Theorem 5. If f(x) has the period 2 and in any finite 

interval has no discontinuities other than a finite number of finite 

jumps, and i-f it ha3 a derivative which in any finite interval has 

no discontinuities other than a finite number of finite jumps, then 

if a i_s any point where f(x) has a finite jump of magnitude D, and 

if f ^ (x) denotes the sum of the first n + 1 terms in the Fourier^ 

expansion of f(x), the curve y •= f (x) will for large values of n 

pass in almost a vertical direction through a point whose abscissa 

is a and whose ordinate is almost equal to i? 
• 

The curve then rises and falls abruptly on the two sides of this point 

to the neighborhood of the curve y =. f( x), and oscillates about this 

curve lying alternately above and below it. The highest (or lowest) 

point of the kth waves to the right andtleft of a will, for large 
É -t _ 

values of n, lie approximately at the points ■ ——— 
» 

and the heights of these waves will be approximately D Pfe. • 
Tt* 

Here. 

D =i. f(a+ o)-f(a-o) =. "the jump at a", 

and is given by (2.9)* As a consequence of this statement of the 

Gibbs Phenomenon we may generalize the statement of Gibbs concerning 

the function g(x) as follows: 

* Bocher, Loc. cit», pp# 15® and 152» 



Theorem 6. If f(x) satisfies the conditions o_f Theorem 5, 

then as n becomes infinite the approximation curve y •= f £ x) 

approaches uniformly the continuous curve made up of 

(a) the discontinuous curve y — f(x), 

00 an infinite number of straight lines of finite lengths 

parallel to the axis of y and passing thru the points a ( , a x 

on the axis of x where the discontinuities of f(x) 

occur* Jf a is any one of these points, the line in question extends 

between the two points whose ordinates are f(a-o) ^ P■ , 
TP 

f(a -*• o) — Pt , where D is the magnitude of the jump at a, 

and JLjt. —“ O- T'SiJ • * * ’ 

This theorem is an immediate consequence of the preceding. 

Until Gibbs published his remark it was generally supposed that the 

vertical part of the curve defined by the limiting position of the 

curve y t 3X (x) extended only between the points whose ordinates 

are f(a-o) and f(a + o)* 

The restrictions placed upon f(x) in Theorem 5 are used merely 

in order to insure the convergence of the Fourier's series for f(x) 

and the uniform convergence of the series in any interval not in¬ 

cluding or reaching up to a point of discontinuity. In place of 

these conditions on f(x) we may substitute any of the other well- 

known conditions which insure the convergence of the series and 

the uniform convergence of the series in any closed interval npt 

containing a point of discontinuity. Such a condition that has been 



used by Gronwall*, Fejer, and Carslaw+in the study of the Gibbs 

Phenomenon is the requirement that f(x) satisfy Dirichlet's Con¬ 

ditions in the interval(o,2 7T )• Pejer*tias also used the re— 
4L 

quirement that f(x) be^piercewise analytic function} i.e. a 

function such that in the neighborhood of each point the function 

may be represented by a convergent Taylor's series. 

In his first article cited above Fejer enunciated and solves 

the following problem» to express the magnitude of the finite 

jump of the function at a point of discontinuity in terms of the 

Fourier's series which represents the function. The two succeeding 

theorems give Fejer's two solutions of the problem. 

Theorem 7 Let f(x) be. of period 2TT and satisfy Dirichlet's 

Conditions in the interval (o,2 •TV* ) and let x — o*. be a point 

at which f(x) has a finite jump, o à. ^ CLTP . 

Denote by g the smallest positive root of the equation. 

(2-w) L *TT ** ^ °‘ 

Let'[Fourier's series of f(x) be given by (2.2) and write 

(x) -ty__ (dj. • 
/ 

Then the two sequences 

/Q„(cO ^ W ^ A ». (<* + ^ * 

/lo(0 ,A ,  j) %^) ) •* * 

converge respectively to the limits f( oC 4- C> ) 

* Gronwall, Math. Annalen, 72 (1912), 228-244. 
'f Fejer, Crelle's Jour., 142 (191?)» 165-188. 
H^Carslaw, Amer. Jour. Math., 59 (1917)# 185-198J 

Jour. London. Math. Soo., 11 (1926), 201-204. 
Introd. to the Theory of Fourier's Series and Integrals, 289-510* 

** Fejer, Math. Annalen, 64 (1907), 282-284. 
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and f ( c*. — 

f( cA - O 

f( ©4. -\-0 

)• Hence the jump f( cA + O )- 

) *j* given by 

)-**( oC - O 
y\-? ©c t 

AU^)-An U-%-) 
■1 

Theora»i8 If f( x) le of period 2 TP and satisfies Dirichlet1s 

Conditions in the interval (o,2 TP ) and has £i finite jump at c< 
! 

and if au ( c< ) remains finite or at least small enough so that 

) approaches zero as n becomes infinite, then 

>\ —7 co I  -4 <TT 
We shall not stop to prove these theorems. Instead we shall 

deduce a general result due to Bocher* which includes Theorem 7 

as a special case and from whiph we shall obtain Theorem 8» 

Theorems 7 and 8 express the restriction that f(x) satisfy Dirichlet's 

Conditions while Bocher's result is based on the requirement that 

f(x) satisfy the conditions of Therein. 5; however, as we have noted 

above jthese conditions are used only to insure the convergence of 

the Fourier's series and have no bearing upon the magnitude of the 

jump at the point of discontinuity# 

If f(x) has a jump at xA. , the statement of Gibb's Phenomenon 

in Theorem 5 is equivalent to the two equations 

Subtracting these two equations we get 

(2.19) 

TT-O-P.* ■yy~7ea L_ XY>+\ 

x. 
l«fl. 

* Bocher, Crelle's Jour., 144 (1914), 41-47» 
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Writ© 

CK*) 

o 

-I * 

and select a set of positive constants 

JL~ 

such that 

“V\ 
-VW- Ci . 
-7.0 1) 

and 

(2.20) 
^ ' C ) ,-v 

where 0 is a positive constant or +- oO * We have then 

Gr 
Therefore equation (2.7) may be written 

R^C*)- G- ((>v+t)x)+-r-*(*) 
where I ^_(x) approaches zero uniformly when o <. X <. "C— < l-'TP 

as n becomes infinite. Consequently 

(2.21) = Gr (c) • 

Now proceeding through the analysis associated with equations (2.15), 

(2.16)$ and (2.17) we have at once the result that if f(x) satisfies 

the conditions of Theorem 5 * then 

(2-22) jL~ 

Subtracting one of thes9 equations from the other and solving for D 

yields the general formula 

(2.25) D — _ TO 

Tp 2.6~(0 



Several special cases of (2,25) give us some interesting formulas. We note 

the following three special cases: 

(a) . <?>,, — •Z~-Vvwhere k is a positive integer. Then c, 
D t'k’tl' 

given by (2.20), has the value kip and G(c) has the value P* , from 

(2,9)» Thus in this case, (2.25) reduces to (2.19). 

p 
(b) . « n , (o4 p <1) • Here_c ■=-+ <*> , and therefore 

G(c) «. 0, and (2.H5) gives the formula 

+T\T^) "AW ( »C- H. J • 

(c). q •= -T* , where g^is §, root.of G(x) =: 0, (it is im- 

9 
material whether or not g is the smallest positive root of G(x) =0). In 

this case erg and equation (2.25) reduces to 

(2.24) Hr 1 

which is the result contained in Theorem 7* 

Writing out s ( ) and applying the addition formulas for 
%' 

sines and cosines, we have, fron (2.25) 

D- 
Î-TT CffX - CLy 

where 

TT- GrCc) -ÿ_t 

cO 

X(%\, a.+ ■ 
9*1- 

±_ 

t' 

The derivative of the sum of the first n terms of the Fourier's 

development for JD^'\lT(x- oC ) has when x=-c< the value tL? • If f(x) 
IT T W 

has a finite jump of magnitude-D at c< , we consider the Fourier's de¬ 

velopment for 

f(x) - 
Iff 

If the derivative of the sum of the first n terms of the development 
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of f(x) at x — oL remains finite as n becomes infinite, or at 

any rate always remains small enough' so that when divided by n the 

quotient approaches zero a3 limit, then 

r*z w>]. £ 

which is Fejer* s result contained in Theorem 8* 

5. Gibbs Fnenomenon in Cmuna 

Sums of Fourier^ Series and in Series 

of B&ssel Functions. 

In the infinite series 

(5.1) it ip -V it 1 4 ■j, "V" • ' 

we write 

- An. - AX-o + JUL, + JUL 

A IO „ (•} . to 
~ A, + A'i- +- 

. <*>_ a-) 
^-n, ~ A, +A 

*'0 
 +^K • 

(4-0 

for the positive integer k* Now we write 

(5.2) /? tW- ^ • ^"'1:  

~ " (n+*-0! 

MU 

If lim ci^ hasadefinite value, then the series is said to be summable 
vx->«o 

(e.k). or it will be said to bs summable by arithmetic means of order 

k with the sum (^k) where .x . - ' '• t - * ». , , 

<e,k) - L~ 
•nv oo 

This is Oesaro's extension of the method of summation by means of 

arithmetic means* This method of summation has been extended so that 

we have sums of all real orders* This extension is due to Chapman and 

Knapp** 

* Hobson, Theory of Functions of a Real Variable, Vol* II, p* 70» 
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We write 

(5*5) 
^-k.A-rrK-.^r?)^-i+-"v ^ ~ 

where, for 

We now write 

<M) 

lx an integer , . 

® |A.*p\ _ p( /v - (A»> HA+IV • ' 

|/V> 
(/v^ 

> TV 

rD 

If lim 0 exists, then the series (J.l) is said to be summable 
•n-ÿ«© v> 

,r) and we write 

(fir) lira o£\ 
V\->ÔO 

By. a well-known theorem of Oesaro if 

tLu~ J/A H •*-» 
A
 I 

'y ÀÂ -y^. is summable | 

((?,r *e h) where h is any positive number. If the terms IL-w depend 

on x we write them U. ^ (x). and replace cj^° by C^’/ (x). Cramer* 

has pointed out that if 

jLv- 

«*> 

pz 
then 

Cramer also has shown that at a point of discontinuity the sum 

(fto) of a Fourier* s series exhibits the Gibbs Phenomenon but the 

sum ((2,1) does not and that there is a number, 7^} between o and 1 

at which ) does not show the Gibbs Phenomenon and that 

for o < 0 » exhibits the Gibbs Phenomenon and ((?,ï|) 

* Cramer, Arklv for Matematlk, Astronomie, ooh Fyslk, 15, N10 20, p. 5. 

( 
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for v T|0dos8 not exhibit the Globe Phenomenon. We shall derive 

this result. As in our previous analysis it suffices to consider only 
•o 

the function "\J/ (x) - K°c in the neighborhood of 

the point x c 0. 

Put 

\ 
"K. 

where 

1^ (sint) = y-. J (,-t-AA-<Us 

for o 4 k i 1» 

Lemma 1 Given é-> o and arbitrarily small, we may find > o,' 

hi'}* o^so that for 4,Y^ j 7L > ISf 

I clk)(t) (rvX>) < e 

We have, for the series representing ^(x), by (5«4) and (P»5) 

„ (*>, x _ j  c 

By the arithmetic means of Riesz* 

approaches zero as n becomes infinite uniformly for all x. Thus we 

have only to show that 

approaches zero uniformly for each value of n as x approaches zero. 

Differentiating this last expression with respect to x we obtain 

* Cramer, Loc. cit., p. 15. 



■n. i i 

ZS X" (^x) 

>v 
1 

1*1 

ca.1*. -nkJ(-n-±)*ca.ifiMr. 

OO 

Writing P(t) — 2 
rt 

■Ç ir 
•** ^ 

A(>')x>=-^- -t- 'csïtn PCt)<bt 

4- xn 

^0 

Now we have 

kn -fc r "tx P£t ) | ^ 1 

and by the second theorem of the mean 

xn -fc J ( Tx^’t)^A^~b X P(t)<Lf:= xj^ 4U^ ~ix 

oo 

— 2L^7 -i— 
1TLI\ 9CI 

^•^ITT fi***.~£ x 

where O & -C, 1 

fore 

JCn_t)V-tx PM it 

For f X l <» ÎÏ* ,we have there-* 

2-TT 
< 

Consequently, 

3 
¥" <3 
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Integrating from o to x, for |x \ < vj-i1 , we obtain the relation 

1 I. 43*j 
?= I ’ * 

and therefore, 

2 d* -fA C*x) -> o 

uniformly for all n as x approaches zero. 

We shall now restrict our discussion to positive values of x. 

Consider the function , 

3 = * 
For x > o, this curve lies above the x axis; crosses infinitely 

many times the line y =-3H and becomes arbitrarily near this 

line as x increases. The function has maxima at the points x 

(2 •+- l ) TP , m s o,l,2,.. .and the ordinates at the maxima 

decrease toward HE as m increases. The function has minima at 
"2- 

the joints x -*.2m Tv' and these minima increase toward HE as m increases. 

The function 

gives the same curve shrunk toward the y-axis in the proportion lm. 

For large n the first maxima are near to the y-axis and the limit 

curve of the curves y — ^fc (nx) is composed of segments of the 

line y - UT , for x > o, and the line x •=. o for o < y < f • 
Jo t 

By the preceding lemma this curve is arbitrarily near to the curve 

y rx (£.f0^ (x) for sufficiently large n and in a stifficiently 
TV 

small interval (O,TJ). This shows the occurrence of the Gibbs Phenomenon 

for the sum ((^,o) of the Fourier's series for l/'Cx). 
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We now show that the sum (^,i) for th© of -thn Fourier's 

series for (x) does not exhibit the Gibbs Phenomenon. 

For k -=. 1, we have 
„v - i_ „ l — CJàX 

*» = o ■ 

Therefore ^P, (x) never decreases and the corresponding curve has 

no point on its asymptote y — • The values x - 2 TT , 

4 rtTt ,correspond to points of inflection and at these points the 

curve is tangent to the curve y — V-Pt>(x). The curve y (y\x) 

consequently has no points below the line y — and there¬ 

fore, letting n increase indefinitely, we have the resuly that (Æ,l) 

for the series for (x) does not exhibit the Gibbs Phenomenon. 

. In order to decide whether or not (^k) for o <k < 1 exhibits 

the Gibbs Phenomenon at x •=. o we have only to decide if y -=.^f^(x) 

has or has not values greater than JET • In fact, the parts 

of the curve y -=. v|^(nx) situated above the line y =■ IDT approach 

the y axis as n becomes infinite and must therefore form the part of T7\«. 

limit curve above- the line y « IEC if there is to be such a part 

in the limit curve* Let be the upper bound of v-/^(x) for x > o. 

Then the limit curve is composed of segments of y for x > o 

and ï » o for o 4y4 • But 

TU* jCC 
- -wO «° 

0 

and a non-increasing function of k* Therefore we have the Gibbs 

Phenominon in (ÉU) for k near 0, and do not for k near 1, and there 

exists a number o < < 1 such that exhibits the Gibbs 
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Phenomenon for W . and does not exhibit the Gibbs Phenomenon for 

The Proof of the existence of such a number is due to Cramer. 

Gronwall* used an interpolation process to determine the value of . 

This value is 

7jo — 0.4595516.... 

where the last figure may bè in error by unity/ 

+ 
Carslaw1has obtained the same result for the Cesaro sums of 

Fourier's integral. The Cesaro sum ((?,r) $sf a series is exteilded t® 

t$e oas« of an infinite intégral J -f- (*) by taking 

in place of the infinite integral the limit 

•K 

f O-Zf-fbOJ* 
t\->cO Jo, J 

For Fourier* s repeated integral 

DO ÛÔ 

J- f <uf -çm 
TT J. L* 

cun. cJL 

we write 

(5-5) 0^*4? rO-ÎŸ** 
let, 

(5.6) (fcr) - 11m . 
>\->oO 

Following Carslaw's methods we shall show that G ib b s s Phenomenon occurs 

in Fourier's integral when r =. o, does not occur when r =. 1, and that 

the question of its occurrence or non-occurrence in the sum Ar) 

* Gronwall, Annals of Math., 51 (1950), 255-240 
‘t’Cars law, Jour, of the London Math. Soc., 1 (1926), 201-204 

31 



for r > o, depends?as in case of the Fourier's series discussed above, 

on the behavior of the function 

f,v<*)=/V£r t> ■ -t 

We first examine the case where the function f(x) occurring in 

Fourier's integral is replacedby the function <^(x) defined by the relations 

>) - 1 C P < Jt) ; 

- -1 
(-£ ( xcO * 

<[> (x) is a function having a jump of magnitude 2 at x =• o, and we 

are to examine the sums (d?,r) for x in the neighborhood of x — o. 

For this function and for all n 

for o 4. x ^ “V ^ ^ • Therefore 0^°^ ascends on 

the right hand nearly to 

-t 

When r r: 1, the integral in (5.6) is 

which continually increases from o to 1 as x goes from o to eû • 

Therefore when r = 1, the Gibbs Phenomenon in the sum (£,r) of 

Foûrier's integral does not occur. We have shown furthermore that 

the occurence or non-occurrence of the phenomenon depends, by 

(5.6) and (5.7) on the shape of the curve 

y [ 0-^T > 
which agrees with Cramer's result for the sum ((?,r) of Fourier's series* 
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This result for 4 (x) extended to the case where f(x) is a bounded 

function and where, if f(x) is discontinuous, the sum (<?,r) has the 

value f(x) at points of continuity and converges to the value 

f(x-o)^ at points of discontinuity. A large class of functions 

satisfies these conditions*. If f(x) is such a function, discontinuous 

at x - o, we write 

D •=• f(+o)-f(-o), 

F(x)=f(x)-§D $(x). 

Let 0^ ,0^^ be bhe functions corresponding to 0 

defined by (5*5) for f(x), F(x), and <|>(x), respectively* Then 

Q fA) _ /? (/V^ J_ ^ 

It can be shown that the double limit 

X O 

' ~x 
,<c-t **] 

exists and has the value zero* Consequently, the behavior of 

\ r*° 

^ t. J-oO 

in the neighborhood of x so is determined by the shape of the curve 

which is just the curve 

shrunk in the proportion Itn towards the ^-axis. This establishes 

the result we were to show. 

* Hobson, Theory of Functions of a Real Variable, Vol. II, sec. 480» 
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We shall conclude our discussion of the Gibbs Phenomenon by 

mentioning, without proofs, some results concerning the existence of 

the phenomenon in series and integrals other than Fourier's series 

and integrals given in recent articles by Wilton* and Cooke* The 

principal result obtained by Wilton is the following theorem? 

Theorem. If o 4 a <_'T0 and ^"> o, and if as n — 

<j>(n) — c cos (an-g-VT/1) ' -+-0(n‘^”^ j, 

where ~p £a an arbitrary complex number; and if 

o < ^ < x 4 2 TT -a7 4. 2 TÏ1 -a j 

then the function f(x) defined by 

f(x) 
M 

has a single ordinary discontinuity at x t=. a, with saltus m 

c( SL 
'UK. 

5. Fourier's series, the Gibbs Phenomenon as x approaches a* 

Cooke discusses the Fourier-Bessel series 
co 

(5-8) % Av-J^CwO 
, y*\ « « 
where 

and jj^is the m-th positive zero of J ^ ( %■ ), and-the Harikel Integral 
c£> «â 

J Jdr. 

s_j and the series exhibits, in the same measure as 

Writing ^ ‘O 

~ f Xî it) <kh , 
Jo Jo 

we define the Gibbs ratio &jr a function f(x) given by the Hankel integral 

* Wilton, Mess, of Math., 56 (1926-27), pp. 175-181. 

‘'t’Cookes Prop, of the London Math. Soc., series 2, 27 (1928), 

pp. 171-192. 

''jtV 
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at a point of ordinary discontinuity x •=. a of f(x) other than the 

origin to be 

G WL«X»(0 -TwX^xj 

where the quantities in the numerator are the maximun and minimum 

with respect to x, of 1^ (x) for fixed n* At x -o, the Gibbs ratio 

is defined to be 

G 
*V\ <?© 

(x) 

f 0°) 

We note that for -9 

the Fourier integral of 

for this case 

G 

•§• the Hankel Integral of f(x) reduces to 

-/£ f( x) , and we obtain 

T" 
^ . 

shall now state two theorems due to Cooke* ^ 

I — 
Theorem* The modified Hankel Integral X' 

has at x =. o, the Gibbs ratio j 

G ^ x'~*rL\-±'L+-&) J 

tO 

7j (t~-Y 

where, Is the smallest positive zero of J^(v) provided 

that 

< «X £ 1^ *C~-? 4 e<-t--9 > Oj -f (JYO)^O . 

Theorem* The Fourier-Bessel series (5*8) for a given function 

f( x) has at x - 1, the Gibbs Ratio 
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